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The movement of radionuclides from the solid waste disposal area:;

into the surface streams that traverse .Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL) is a prime concern. The quantity and concentration of these

radionuclides released to the public by ORNL must be monitored contin-

uously and accurately to comply with legal requirements established by

Federal and State guidelines.

The White Oak Creek drainage basin has an approximate area of 6.0

square miles (sq.mi.). The headwater of White Oak Creek originates on

the forested slopes of the Chestnut Ridge, north of ORNL. Because most of

the basin is underlain by the Rome formation and the Conasanga group, the

base-flow discharge of White Oak Creek is low. Ninety percent of White

Oak Creek dry-weather discharge originates as groundwater discharge from

the knox dolomite beneath Chestnut Ridge, the Cfr'ckamauga limestone

beneath Bethel Valley, and ORNL plant effluent. Approximately 1.5 mi.

from its source, White Oak Creek enters the confines of ORNL in Bethel

Valley. A substantial part of the flow in White Oak Creek is waste water

from the operation of ORNL. Melton Branch, a tributory of White Oak

Creek, drains 1.5 sq.mi. in Melton Valley and enters White Oak Creek

1.6 mi. above the Clinch River. Both screams receive liquid effluents

from ORNL operations and leachates from radioactive waste disposal are?s

in the basin.
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There currently exists seven stream flow monitoring stations within

the White Oak Creefc watershed. The three primary monitoring staticjs

are located on White Oak Creek (Station 3), Melton Branch(Station 4 ) ,

and the final monitoring point at White Oak Dam (Station 5). These

stations monitor the quantity of flow in each of the forementioned streams

and at the final release point of White Oak Dam. The measuring capability

of each of these stations is 50 cubic feet per second (cfs), 20 cfs, and

a rated maximum discharge of 198 cfs1 at White Oak Dam.

Recent studies have shown that the frequently occurring small floods,

on White Oak Creek, are often significantly larger than the existing moni-

toring stations can measure. Several studies,2 independent of ORNL, have

shown that most of the sediment transported from a watershed is carried

by larger, less frequent floods which occur only a small percentage of

the time.3 It has also been shown that certain radionuclides are trans-

ported in association with streamflow sediment."* The conclusion is that

the flux of radionuclides, associated with streamflow sediment, increases

significantly during these large flood conditions.

Estimates of peak discharges from recent.storms5 indicate that the

watershed has experienced variable flood conditions during which no

accurate or reliable records were maintained. The existing flow dura-

tion data implies that the capacity of the monitoring stations should

be exceeded only by a small percentage of the time each year, but stream-

flow data6 collected at Stations 3, 4 and 5 has shown that the capacity

of these stations has been exceeded more often than expected from the

available flow duration data.
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Figure I. Map showing drainage system of White Oak Creek watershed and locations
of waste disposal sites and monitoring stations.



FLOW MEASUREMENT IN THE WATERSHED

A network of seven monitoring stations (see Figure 1) is cur rent ly

i n operation to monitor radionuclide content and streamflow in the

drainage system of the watershed. Station 1 is no longer in operat ion.

A new monitoring s ta t ion (2A), approximately 1500 feet downstream from

Station 1 , now monitors the e f f luen t from the 0RN1. Process Water Treat-

ment Plant which discharges in to White Oak Creek. Station 2 , located

on White Oak Creek is approximately 2000 feet from Station 2A upstream,

and provides data on radionuclide content and streamflow upstream from

the point of e f f luent discharge from the Process Waste Treatment Plant .

Stations 4A and 4B provide necessary information pertaining to the oper-

ations at 7500 area and at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR).

Although these four stations provide necessary background u'ata, moni-

tor ing Stations 3, 4 and 5, because of the i r par t icu lar loca t ion , are

of p r inc ip le u t i l i t y and concern i n defining hydraulic parameters and

quantifying radionuclide transport through the watershed.

Station 3 i s located on White Oak Creek a short distance above the

confluence with Melton Branch. This stat ion measures the streamflow,

both surface runoff and groundwater components, a r is ing from Chestnut

Ridge, Bethel Valley and portions of Haw Ridge and Melton Valley. This

represents approximately 3.65 sq. mi . of drainage area. Water f lowing

past Station 3 contains radionuclides which can or ig inate from ORNL

plant eff luents and sol id waste disposal areas (SWDA) 1 , 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Station 4 is located on Melton Branch a short distance above i t s con-

fluence with White Oak Creek. This stat ion measures streamflow o r i g i -

nating from the 1.5 sq. mi. o f Melton Valley and portions of Haw and



Copper Ridges above this point. Possible sources of radionuclides

within this portion of the watershed include portions of SWDA 5 and

several experimental reactor test sites. Monitoring Station 5 measures

flow from the entire drainage area above White Oak Dam. This station

is particularly important because it represents the final monitoring

and control point before water and sediment enters the Clinch River,

a short distance down stream. Additional sources of contain nation,

not monitored at Stations 3 or 4, include SWDA 6, intermediate-level

liquid waste (I.L.W.) pits and trenches and White Oak Lake mud flats

and. bottom sediments. Therefore, the quantification of hydrologic trans-

port of radionuclides through White Oak Creek watershed to the Clinch

River is dependent upon the ability of monitoring Stations 3, 4 and 5

to measure stream flow and collect flow-proportional water and sediment

samples through a wide range of hydraulic conditions.

Cipolletti weirs provide discharge da*a at Stations 3 and 4. Dis-

charge data at Station 5 are obtained by means of a rating curve developed

by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for the sluice gate of the dam.

The maximum measurable discharge of Station 3 and 4 is approximately 50

and 20 cfs, respectively. The rating curve at Station 5 indicates a

maximum flow of 198 cfs but the accuracy of this sluice as observed

by T. W. Oakes, (Environmental Coordinator, ORNL) decreases significantly

when a flow of 150 cfs is reached. This latter value, in effect, repre-

sents the upper limit of this monitoring station.

Even though flood flows are rare and occur only a small percentage

of the time in comparison to flows confined totally to the stream channel,

a significant body of evidence indicates that flood events can be very



important in terms of sediment transportation and drainage basin altera-

tion. For these reasons, the present monitoring system at Station 3, 4

and 5 have had conceptual design performed which defines the improve-

ments needed to accurately record these events.

THEORETICAL DESIGN CONSTRAINTS OF PROPOSED FLOW MEASURING DEVICES

To adequately describe alternative measuring devices, a brief des-

cription of systems for measuring streams is appropriate. Inherent in

any flow measuring system is the requirement to direct or confine the

flow to a path or channel of known dimensions. Then, the selection of

suitable measuring systems should be accomplished by listing all the

demands that will be made upon the system. For discharge measuring

systems, hydraulic performance is fundamental to the selection; although,

other criteria such as construction cost and standardization of struc-

ture may ultimately point to another structure.

Once this is done, two methods are possible. The first is to pro-

vide a means to measure the area and velocity of flow. The flow depth

is used with channel dimensions to provide the area of flow. The flow

velocity is measured using current meters at several points in the

stream, averaged and then used with this area to calculate the flow rate.

The second design approach is to provide a constriction in the flow chan-

nel. Flow through or over this restriction must obey principles of hy-

draulics which have been verified by research and testing. Flumes, pipes,

orifices and weirs are examples of measurement structures used in this

second design approach. The problem of deciding what approach to take

was resolved relatively easily. Because of the need to monitor the

flow continuously and routinely, certain restrictions are imposed on
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the first design approach. The primary restriction which precludes

using this; method is the difficulty in measuring the flow velocity. At

any given section, the flow velocity will vary in both width and depth.

Velocity measuring instruments would have to be permanantly installed at

various locations on the measurement section. The number and locations

of these devices would have to be sufficient to cover the full area of

the maximum design flow. However, low flows produce a low flow depth in

a given channel., end the velocity can not be measured accurately in that

channel. A small width section with similar velocity meters is therefore

required to measure the low flows. Furthermore, the problem of floating

debris which can interfere with current meter operation must be considered.

For these reasons, this alternative using direct velocity reading is not

a suitable consideration.

The design criteria for this conceptual design presented a unique

problem. The measuring ranges included both very low flow as well as

flood flow. Numerous problems and restrictions were encountered in

choosing a suitable structure. In effect, there are four different types

of measuring structures, each with its own particular function. The four

categories of structures are discharge measuring structures, discharge

regulating structures, flow dividers and flow totalizers. Those struc-

tures covered by the conceptual design fell into the discharge measuring

structure class which includes flumes and all fixed weirs. Because flow

in streams varies with time, certain structures are applicable only over

a certain flow (Q) range. <



The anticipated range of dischar. .3 to be measured may be classified

by the rat io: y = Qmax/Qn,in7

From the limits of the required application, a maximum Y-value can be cal-

culated for each structure. This simple calculation greatly faci l i tates

the selection process. Station 3 had a.minimum requirement of 2.5 cfs and

a maximum of 1200 cfs yielding a Y-value of 480. The Y-value at Station

4 is in excess of 600 and the Y-value at Station 5 is approximately 850.

These Y-values precluded the exclusive use of one discharge measuring

structure.

There are topographical conditions within the White Oak Creek and

Melton Branch area of confluence that impose constraints on the most

efficient design at these locations. The subject area is low and f l a t

and lies within the backwater flood plain of White Oak Dam. The opera-

tional re l iab i l i ty of the measuring structures at Station 3 and 4 could

be affected during the design storm flow because of the tailwater effects.

This effect was eliminated by establishing the crest elevation of the

new weirs at Station 3 and 4 sufficiently high to prevent this problem.

The final topographical restraint is that there is only a small head

differential within which to place the new weirs and s t i l l permit the

design flows to be reliably measured.

These constraints just described led to the chosen design approach.

This approach is to combine sharp-crested weirs for low flows in series

with broad-crested weirs for the high flows. To best handle the design

flow ranges, the following weir types were selected. At Station 3,

double vee-notch sharp-crested weirs were selected. These weirs have a
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maximum flow capability of 57 cfs and a minimum flow capability of 1.0

cfs. Downstream of this weir will be a new round-nosed horizontal broad-

crested weir having a maximum flow capability of 1200 cfs and a minimum of

46 cfs. Station 4 will employ two weirs in series much the same as that

of Station 3. A new small vee-notch sharp-crested weir will be utilized

for low flows up to its limit of 24 cfs. A new round-nosed horizontal

broad-crested weir will be installed just down-stream for a flow range

from 18 cfs to 600 cfs. At Station 5, the same scheme of weirs in series

will be used. A small Cipolletti weir will be used at this station. The

flow monitoring capabilities of this weir range from 1 cfs to 15 cfs.

Upstream from this weir will be a new truncated triangular broad-crested

weir. This control section will have a flow range of 7 cfs to 2000 cfs.

In view of the imposed constraints, these design selections are considered

to be the most economical while providing the specified flow measuring

capabilities.
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